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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
*Circulation In
The County
United Press

First,..
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
- Murray,

1W OUR 78th YEAR

Most Of The Big

Ones Cot
Seen & Heard
By. In State Regional Play
Around Murray

Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 7, 1957
, MURRAY POPULATION
.
—
Princess Caroline Make Debut
Bobbie Lee On
Way To Germany
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AHTNC)
-Pvt. Bobbie J. Lee, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Lee. Route 1,
Dexter, departed 'from, the U. S.
'arty in March for Germany- as
; art of "Operation Gyroscope,"
the Army's unit rotation plan.
,
Lee is a member of the 11th
Armored Cavalry Regiment, filrmerla• located at Fort Knox, Ky.,
which is replacing the 6th Armored Cavalry, Regiment in southern Germany.
Lee, a radio-telephone operator
in - the regiment's Company H,
entered the Army ip August 1956
• received-- basic. training at
_ - Fort Hood, Tex.
The 20-year-old soldier was
: graduated from Hardin High
School in 1955.

10,100

Vol. LXXVIII No, 57
•

Several Killed As
wo Ships Crash

•
By UNITED PRESS
County d ow ned Breckinridge
Most of the big ones got by Trained, also a former state winin Kentucky Regional HR. g h tier..62-42. to reach the 8th ReGot a card in, the mail from School Tournament play Wed-. gion semi finals. Sharpsburg beat
reetwuod
Crotich
from
Las nesday night, although top-rank- Mount Sterling 39-36 in a mild
Cruces, New Mexico. He and his ed Pikeville had to come from upset in the 8th.
By RUSS GREEN
red 7 missing. all of them from
wife are visiting there on their behind to down Flat Gap, and
Adair County downed CampUnited Press Staff Coeresilondent ! the Mission ot San Fiancisce,
Fulton scored a surprise in de- bellsville, 55-45, in another survacation.
".
The Mission carried 45 men and
feating Sedalia.
prise victory in the 6th Region
NEW CASTLE, Del.
— A the Elna
23. Among the missing.
Coach John Bill Trivette's Pan- . After Wednesday nights attriThe caed sheaved one of the
U. 5. Navy gasoline tender and was the mission's captain, Wilpoints of interest there, the sum- thers, believed by many the team tion, the only survivors among
Liberian
freighter collided at liam Allen
a
of Houston. Tex.
mit of St. Augustine Pass, which to beat in the "Sweet 16" this the 1956 regional winners are:
"The Graveyards of ShipO". on
The Missien did not carry a
••• is over 6.000 feet. It is located year, eliminated Flat Gap, 96-90. Henderson. Central City, Allen
the Delaware River tocias. Both
sittetweersimetc'eeeree----a-aaameassa atlas- etr, sifibarse"......Illeae3Sastae.:a;:a.a..
eatessenesae.. Allen was licensed
sa`renunt-Ye alaWa-a-ParAa -- 'tat- •
hips immediately bu r stem
fur the Delaware River.
- The -Panthers, 'believing that ayetie and Olive Hill.
gordo. Halt Iskexico.• lames with a terrific explosion.
Explode On Impact
offense is the best defense, stagFete hours - later the- tender,
sa Both vessels exploded • in a
. Gerard Priestley will speak ed an all-court press- to turn
Mission' of San Francisco. sank
sheet' of flame u von impact,
• on March 12 to the Rotary Club. back the Flat Gap offensive. The
bloaking the main ship channel
rocking homes on both- sides
Lions Chit) and YBMC. He spoke attack was paced by Tonfmy
to Wilmingten. Del Philadelphia of the
river and awakening
last year else and made an ex- Adkins, H L. Justice. and Darand Trenton, N. J. The freighter. persons
in nearby Maryland.
win Smith.
cellent talk.
-the Etna II. blazed fix hours
. The Mission was nearly cut
The press put Pikeville into
before the flames were brought in two
MAYSVILLE lib —An examinby the impact. The
An Interesting caller yetterday the lead. 75-66, and Coach FranGuard
Cast
under control by
missing men. all' &f them believd
was Tom Walsh, advance man cis Stapleton's Greyhounds were ing trial will be held at 11 a.m.
Wednesday's complete record Vol. vessels and a Philadelphia fire to be .Anp's officers, were
asieesp
a
for the Harlem Globe Trotters unable to shake it, although they Friday for Maysville Pollee Chiefboat.
in the general area of the point.
Torn has been with the Trotters crept to is ithin four points late R.L. Rosser. charged with asCoast Guard_ reported 61
'rhe
Census
28
of impact. The Mission is Navysault and battay by a photof F years and has been over the in the game.
survivors and hated an astimatAdult Beds
65
famed but operated -by a civilian
. The Panthers meet 'Bet sy grapher under contract to The
ierld several times.
Emergency
Beds
37
tanker cerporation. and is mantayne, which downed Virgic 88- Maysville -Independent in conPatients Admitted
PRINCF.SS
the Itmer Grace !idly, happy
Seamen,by civilian merchant marine
nection with access to police
'Ho's a bne\talker and probably 71, in semi-final play.
Patients Dismissed
0
and smiling as sheTholds • er infant daughter, PrinBank •
'never met a stranger in his lite.
In 1st Region play at Murray, records.
New Citizens
1
cess Caroline, and Prince Rainier, the proud father,
F
Although the Coast Guard
Carl Anderson. a*photeigrapher.
.inderdog Fulton upset Sedalia
Patients
admitted
from
Monday
would not confirm that any of
give their fellow- Iolonagasques the first public
He sta;
in the Ledger ar Times by a surprising. 74-56, as Ballard charged Resser grabbed him and
2:45 P.M. to Wednesday 9:30 A.M.
the missing were dead. Eugene
glimpse of the infant -princess. Sunday the 'princess
office most of the day writing Memorial downed favored South his camera and exposed the film
Mrs. Nora Morris. Rt. I, DexMcKeena. 33.- Pros idence. R. I.
after
he
had
taken
a
picture.
of
was
baptized
colorful
ceremony
in
a
Marshall:_76-a„
cathedral
-at
the
anclacalling folks hereaand there.
ter: Mrs. align Williams, Auct
aTettyteig an -TridepenWeit
in 'Monaco. Princest.
Henderson City. state tourna-ThaVine was baptized WM
He apparently knows most of
batelioy.
Ceillege
'Station.
Murof the ship most have been
the sports writers over the na- ment runner-up in 1956, achanc- reporter access to the police acMonaco water at Prince Rainier's express wish.
ray; Mrs. Donald Dowdy and
killed."
ad to the semi-finals with an 87- cident log Sunday night.
tion.
(International Soundphuto)
boy, Dexter; Mr. William
baby
William Bausch. of Miami,
The examining trial is set be58, eictory over,.Providence.
Albert Norman, Murray: Master
Fla.. first assistant engineer of
fore Magistrate 'Margaret Owens
Maysville. Covington
Murray
gained
Grant,
.
e complimented the daily Ledof
Bank
The
Timothy Don Brandon, Bandana:
the Miasien, said he was aroused
County Atty. Houston 1, Wood is
ger and Times on its good sports South Hopkins, Lone Jack and
Mn, Charlie Adams, Rt. I. Almo; 72 places in its standieg arneng from sleep by "a terrific explcsthe
banks
coverage both on the local level Lafayette — all favored to take representing the newspaper and
in
Mr. Buddy Eugene Windsor, Rt, the 2300 largest
sun" which tht ew him from his
ehamplonships in their regions-- James M. Collins.. is Rosser's atand the national.
1. Lynn Grove: Mr. James D. United States, according to Clin- bunk.
.
.
torney
.
came through enscatther after
Brannon, Rt, 8, Puryear. Tenn.: ten B. Ayford, editor of the
. The United church women of
He said the passageway was
The_
charges
against
Rinser
Banker.
American
The Globe Trotter*" will be in Wednesday, night's play.
Mrs.
Stanley
Jackson,
Model,
Murray invite all women (if Cal-a mass of flames and smoke."
For a while it looked as if were brought after the scuffle at loway County
Murray ..n March 12 for a one
The bank reported deposiets Bausch said the . collision cut
Tenn.: Mrs. Daniel Pritchett and
to attend World
Leese Jack was headed down the the police station which follow- Day
01
December
night stand
$10.164.253
31.
on
baby
boy,
Dexter; Master Mark
Prayer, Friday, March 8,
the fire hoses and a few .minutes
upset road. however, as Bell ed the closing of the police ac- at
Allan Weatherford. Rt. 1, Buch- The . bank now ranks as the later all eurviving c re ee m e n
p.m. at the St. John's Episcident record log.
Coutny
took
an
early
eight-point
iergeet
size
•The
in
Junior Chamber of Corn•
9
13.3ed
anan, Tenn.; Mrs. Wayne West 2,
cempaialia4 seeenioneet eatlp,
...
illebert Powers, a repoiter fur email 'church.
--rce and the Shoster's Club lead and threatened to go on
and baby boy,. Rt. 3, 13entoro'T
LOOM:I . t,;..as'Fielltr•
•
- 11641i 41,...../...h.de . Rarre.- captain of
- A special feature of the pre-the
paper,
was
refused
permisfrom
there.
,
• •
the sponsors
The li)57 United Fend camWilliam H. Crutcher, Rt.. 1955. ,
.
the 4500Veton Etna, said he was ,
gram will be musical numbers
Lone Jack'.. Bobby Slushier was sion to see the log. He returned sung by the Girl Scout Chorus paign .has been. completed, ac- 5, Murray; Mrs. Johnny ,Walston,
The listing appeared in the proceeding south .on tAe rivet
with
Anderson.*
whe
was
told
to
uf tpuhbe_ when the northbound tender failrolllcafabu,
h ul e
Mrs. John G. Taylor called with held to 19 points and Larry Purcording to Bill Pogue, chairman Dexter; Mrs. Helmond Steytler l957annua l ,f
photograPh Rosser denying Pow- under the direction of Mrs. DonFame interesting information. situ! and Wilford rackson paced
and baby girl, 218 So. ll'h St., larger banks
this year.
+ ed to acknowledge a signal and
na They.
ers access to the records. The
Mrs. Teryissr, you knosy, is down the winning counter-offensive.
Murray: Mrs. O. B. Eldridge, Rt. lished today by the daily Amen- cut across his bow.
scuffle
occurred
after
Anderson
The budget for 1957 has been 1, Aim°.
Lexington Lafayette, a power
can Banker of New York which
at Taylor's Fishing Lodge in the
Knocked Unconscious
met with pledges totaling $20.in the Blue Grass, -mashed made the picture.
is the trade newspaper_ of the
Aterera-Jehathan Creek area.
The freighter .slammed into
The accident log was closed
615.51. Of this total $14.904 39
Bridgeport. 75-54, with little efbanking business.
. the tender and Karre, 62, ToronSunday after an editorial in the
has been 'paid in cash and
There, are 14.000 banks in the i to. Canneta, said he was knocked
Says they have a white robin fort in the 11th Region. as Madindependent
Saturday
criticized
remaining
$5,711.12
is
pledgM.
United States according to My. unconscious. The . bow of the,
that stays around their place. ison Central downed Madison
Hunter Maddox Hancock. soh
what it termed a "lack ..f coThe amount raised is to be
Ayford.
.
.
At first they thought it was a Model. 73-58.
Enabubcauuslc caved
of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Hancock.
operation
within
the
police
deallocated
as follows:
Covington Grant. the only allThe bank actually has grown
Lick, 55, ..f Esthonia.
bIte pigeon but it proved to
1107 Elm Street, Murray, was
partment."
The
editorial
sugconsiderably since the deposits chief stewardess aboard the Etna,
Negro team remaining in the
re a robin.
recently elected Secretary
of
American
LOUISVILLE
Red
Cross.
4F)
$6.000;
gested
--Some
that
1.200
if
Rosser
wasn't
able
running. won 68-55. user Erlangwere reported on December 31. was pinned in her bunk moto "get the job done."' he should Gamma beta chapter of Sigma Murray Little League. $2.250: delegates from 45 states began` On February 9. of this year the
mentarily, by a piece of steel
They hope that it will nes t er Lloyd in the 9th.
Fraternity
Nu
University
at
the
Bey
registering
Scouts
of
here
America.
today
$3,000.
be
for
replaced.
the bank reperted deposists of. $12.Ir. the 8th. defending champion
-around the house somewhere so
from the ship. She was not
if Kentucky.
iisiening
Girl'
Scouts
session
of
cif
Am(
rice, $1,000:
the 12th an- 0326.53. almost two million more
Mrs. Martha Cumer, editor of
Shelbyville lost its chance to go
injured. however.
they can keep an eye on it.
Other officers elected were Calloway County Heart Fund. nual National Conference
on Ru- than was reverted al the close
to Louisville next week as it The Independent, has written Frank (Hibbs+) King of 'lenderRescue operations were hame700; Calloway County Cancer ral ,H
Health.
iveaA B
state
Atts
Gen.
Ferguson
Jo.
M.
of business in 1956.
by the darkness. -A tight
pered
The robin is tinted slightly on stumbled over Grant County. 63son.
commander;
George
W.
BakFund, $700: Murray Res cue
B. Chandler and Mayor
at Frankfort asking for an "opinGeorge Hart is president of the rain and a few traces of sleet
thee breast. but otherwise is solid 54.
er of Walton, It, commander; and Squad, $500; Ky. Crippled Chil- Andrew Broaddus were schedulon
ion
'whether
the
paper
is
corBank of Murray.
Former state champion Clark
and snovs fell during the night.
white.
rect in protesting such an inci- Paul T. • Townes of Hazard. dren Seciety. $1,500.. Calloway. ed to make brief speeches welThe weather cleared. 'however,
County Welfare Fund, $500. Cal- coming delegates at today's sesdent and whether the chief of treasurer.
with daylight.
n attempt will be made to get
leway -County 4-H Council. $300; sions.
police usurped his auothirty in
Joseph Martell, 47, Hillside
picture- of the" bird if the right
Calleway
Other
County
speakers
at
Youth
the
Center.
closing the accident log to the
threeFIRE CASUALTY
Manor. Fall River. Maas., lookopportunity presentS itself.
daa
81.200:
meeting
Administrative
will
include Dr. F.
expenses,
press."
out on the bow of the Mission,
S.
Crockett, Lafayette,
$750: Total.. $20.400.
Ind.,
Under state law. records ..f ciNEW HAVEN, Conn. '<Lelsaid he saw "the other ship'
The Taylors are in the perfect
chairman
of the American Medities of the third class are public A bucket brigade knocked Out tine
coming. We* gave a blast and the
Dr. Pogue said that mans. peo- cal Association
spot to observe birds of many
Council on Rural
records.
of its members quicker than it ple spent time and effort
(ether ship answered -with_ a bell.
kinds. sine,' they are located on
to Health: Dr. Austin Smith, editor
Victor
Portreann. secretary- did the fires. Mre. Gloria Connolly make the
There was a crash, an explesion,
1957 campaign a suc- of the Journal of
Highway 68 with plenty of woods
the American
manager of the Kentucky Press suffered a lacerated forh,•ad when
and when I looked I saw the
cess. He thanked them • all for Medical
in the area
.
Assoriati*On. and Dr. JuAssociation:" Lexington, said he hit with a pitcher.
back if my ship on Ire. The
their time and effort,
lius Michael:oat Foley. Ala. •
would place the incident before
next thing I knew I was up to
That is one point that could be
thee annual spring meeting of the
my knees in water."
brought ;Mt in the Chamber of
. Troup 45 held a Green Bar KPA
in
April to determine
. Alton Kennedy. of Houston..
attempt to beautify meeting Monday night, March
4 whether it would favor obtaining'
Tex.. second 'assistant engineer
the town by encouraging the
for the purpose of planning their a writ .sf mandamus to compel
on the Mission, said he was
planting of - trees, bushes and
summer activities. Plans were the boeks t.. be reopened.
blown out of bed by the exploshrubs. Birds that have left bediscussed at this meeting for
in a reply to the lhdependenrsion. After -finding his glasses
cause of the scarcity of cover
more outdoor attivit les. Plans charges, Rosser had a statemste
and clothes, he- said he went
. will return when plenty of cover
were made to provide the boys concerning the incident publishbelow ,to try and get the fire
is made available
least
hike
one
and one ed in the Maysville Public Ledwith at
By WALTER LOGAN
pumps'started.
remain calm and keep public preparatory .. to handing
it
back
overnight camp per month.'
ger. 'in which he contended he United Press Staff Correspondent order.
"I knew, she broke ial
to Egypt.
Israel anneienced today it had
Present at this meeting were had evidence the Independent
-he said. "I had to get odt."
The proclamation said Israel
Cleo Sykes. Scoutmaster. Bill was "unit to get" 'him.
surrendered authority in the Gaza had relinquished responsibility to
Israel has steadfastly 'said there
Strip to the United Nations de- the HIJEF "alone" and
Fair and) Woody Herndon. Asst.
it said must net be such a return; that
Scommaiters, Larry Buxton Junspite a growing threat that Egypt UN forces would keep
.erder it could only means further
bloodwould demand ct,ntr.,1 of the and organize
ior. Assistant Scoutmaster, Woody
civil 'administrashed. Israel maintained it atarea.
Herndon,. Senior Patrol . Leader.
tion "with the purpose if enCounty farmers are urged to Max Paeker. leader of Flying
tacked Egypt only te. halt EgypJerusalem Radio broadcast 3 suring peace or a final settlehave their soil tested for the Eagle Patrol. Jerry... Adams, patA former Authur Murray stutian attac s on Israel and to
ment"
for
the
Strip.
Gaza
James M. Lassiter
application of fertilizer -Ms time rol leader id Red Fox patrol, dent, vi-ho is i nV an instructor, proclamation by Col. Matityalm
end the
gyre
tan
paled,
blockade
of
commander
of
Is
r
to plow it uhder.
a
el
The proclamation was a reafLaesi.er, Comnumwealth
Jackie ilose patrol leader of will lie in hand al Teen Town
fences in the Gaza Zone, turning firmation - of Israel's announce- •the Gulf of Aqaba.
County Agent S. V. Foy said Flaming Arrow Patrol, Jimmie Saturday night at seven
Attorney, Relate said that he will
o'clock over control
to a UN police fence ment to the wairld it was pulling
today that it would take one, Smith.' Quartermaster and Joe to instruct the teenagers
Egypt was taking a less strong be a candidate • for re-electien to
in new in the
first such: action in his- out of the 25 by. 5 mile strip stand
wee)( after the soil samples-'have Pat Witherspoon, librarian.
steps and techniques in dancing.
on the problem of free office in the May 28 primary.'
;
tory.
reached
is office for the test
in 'belief Egypt. stasuld never navigation of the Guff of Aqaba.
Lassiter said that he will file
The plans were for Scouts of
Te'en Town, which meets at
The third edition if the Down
The
bulk
of the Israeli fore,,
_ s be nowed to regain control.
L'port to tie determined.
Informed sources in Cairo said his for'm'al declaration With thei
the troop to take their outings the "Shack" (American Legion
South Ministrel -Showsehees
1141"------ Etri ("alto- ttlaaritches
armers must!'bring sample to
wlill-dreme-belare
giaA
.
A
.
R.
-and
patent
Seci•ellia•5
-the
7
tradPraeleni Might.* be
Slate in thd near dale(' for March
itan r.-15 sponsored by The:,-Mu
.'turned
-ba- Tattrade -with
19, by the Traa .handful Of liaison troops re- Egypt might demand its troops
the ageln'S office where it will ers in charge_ This weekend the ras Woman's
over te the International Court future."'
Club.
ining Schuot music. department.
mained to .complete*thr last de- talc!: over command .of the Gaza
be' pisecessed and the farmer Junior leaders along with the
I,assiter was appointed Cem- ,This
at The Hague.
All teenagers of 'Sierras- and
.
years show follows the
tails. They are to ne cur before Strip at any time — a demand
notified of the results.
meinwealth aAtterney when the patt•%n eif
adult leaders will camp out over- Calloway County are urged to
the Old Tithe Seidh- sundown.
Israel
premised
to
withdraw
a
new
off
touch
could
that
12nd Judicial District was-furmnight and lay plans for this be on hand for this meeting.
instrel. There will be four on the • "assumption" 144.--big cd in 1954 and was elected to the ern
official.
pr.'gram.
In Cairo the serni-efficial Mid- crisis if it were made
black fired end men, a male
The Egyptian government powers would sec that the gulf unexpired term ih Nos-ember of :
Also discussed were plans for
TO VISIT HERE
dle East news agency quoted
chorus. of Ni1(1.- voices, selections
Goumhouri said leading to Israel's Port of Eitel, 1955.
a three day eamp in the early
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ander- a UN official as spying UN newspaper Al
by a girlie quairtelt and a• gide
to and bypassing .the Suez Canal.
The distriel is composed of j
part of April during spring s aca- son will have as their guests forces would take over admini- Egy lite retained the right
'out of the Gaza ismuld be kept free by -the big Calloway. Marshall .and 1..i‘ ings- quartett. Also included In the
trips'
order
lien. Spring Camporee in May this weekend Mrs. .Anderson's strative contrea
civilian 'agencast will be the Niberas Trainpowers of the world including
wanted to.
and Sedimer Camp in June.
tone counties.
brother Hubert Hill and Mrs. cies in the Gaza-Strip at 7 p.m. Strip 74ieries.:er it
ing School Orchestra Winch will
the
States,
United
The troop held its weekly Hill of St. Louis and her sister. (neon EST).
ice.impans all ef the Minettaskelec"No Promises"-'U' S.
•
meeting. on Tuesday night and Mrs. Harold Fleischman and Mr.
DIM JUSTICE
By UNITED PRESS
Evacuation of Sharrn El Sheikh
The United States has since
I ,r1S.
Intern-mei seurces In Cairo pre- insisted it made ,no promises.
Southwest Keratticky -- Cloudy these plans were passed on to Fleischman of Nashville, Tenn. on the - Gulf of Aqaba is sets
General admission tickets wills
While hele they will attend for Friday.
dicted earlier Egapt would take Only Wednesday U. S. Ambas- .LITCHFIELD. Conn. ____
.and colder today and _tonight the other members of the troop.
gn on sale within the next few.
Israel Makes Appeal
with a few light snow flurries There :were about 26 Scouts the gotden wedding anniversara
a strong demand and aek fer sador James Moose called on Justice found a was 'in superior days. The Performaree is scheThe Israeli proelnmption ap- a voice in the Gaza ,.adminise Syrian Premier Sabri •Assali in ceurt here when a power failure ictuled._ in_. the _little chasal of
today. Partly cloudy and rather -present at this meeting. Also as of their aunt and uncle. Mr.
--' Gournhouria Damascuscold Friday. High today of 35 visitors! were Everette Jones and and Mrs. George Dunn. Sr.. which pealed to the 300.000 inhabitants tratii70: TadaY
and assured him the blacked eat the rourthouie fudge the Murray States College Adminija
funct
one
'Witherspoon.
200.000
UNEF•
two
Jamesmemif
tonight
Strip
,Gaza
saittathe,
Low
celebrated
being
25
is
home
at
to
the
4(1.
their
30
of
to
United States had made no pro- Reward Alcorn finished criminal striation Budding, starting at 7:3b
.
.
.
to take over the area mises. ,
hers of Ite Commissioner Staff. in New* C-oncord on Sundays,
proceedings' by flashlight.
or them refugees from Paltstine only.
and high Friday of 40 to 45.
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Ballard And Fulton Win Opener
SPORTS
PARADE

JAMES C. VY1LLIAMS, PLIFILIsleva
We reserve the right to-reject any Acivertasing. Letters' to the Editor:
ar Puolic Voice item* Which di our "opinion are -not for the ave.
intauest of. our readers.
REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO, 1363
NATIONAL
York; 307 N. Michigan
Monroe. Memphis, Tenn.: 230 Park Ave., New
.
- --Awe -Chicanos 410-13olystosi-tite-Been

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer-

Pro Ball Not I South Marshall And Sedalia
Making Money . Fall To Superior Teams
Says Oiviler

Ballard Memorial and Fulton 'Crews 16, Saiinions '1, Vaughn 4.
wok the starch out of Sonth 1 'south Marshall; Wilkins 211,
wner Alarshalf-aredliTia Nefore 'a
Ross 2. Porte; 12, SulNEW YQRK 1F - Joe Louie'. 1 WASH I N G ION 16 y,11-..ilt atuitanniti of,'5600 in,.
.
_11L_Prialhia 4
S
.
Ent...eel-al-the liost-Oence, leureey. Kenteekg. 'nee _transmission e-s- Wh."..s.t.
th first round of the Regional' at
eorge Preston hrirshal 0 -e
Fulton; McAllister '16, Holland
Second Class Matter' e
fetsee, eaid tootle that hocky Watihington iiedekins denied tothe ,Murray State College Sports 20, Idurnette 24, Forrest 8, Prez-the Last man day
that proieasional tootball Arena last night.
. SUBSCRIesTION RATES: By Car
- rier in Murray. Per week 20e. per Marcum° could ue
Above, Sal Mine°, Luana Patten and John Saxon
er 4. .
.
,
beavianaininseneatue
the.
if/elegem.
else- eemalung an.. enormous t •. Retard led..-_,throughout to. top, ___
IMIKIMI- - We •
.-- enesele • 86e. In teatleneay and &rejoining -yowl-nes, per -years-43.30;
head the cast in the beach party scene from- "ROCK
Sedalia; mattes lee Key 7,
if
he
ot
the
viand
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This Actor
Is Really
Strange One
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
•HOIII.YWOOD._
AnYbistY
who thinks Hollywoodites are
normal persons like the folks
next dour should meet Timothy
Carey, the strangest, wildest acof them all.
'Carey played the role of the
creepy killer in last year's 'The ,
Killing," one of the best whodunits of many a season. In person he is creepier and makes
Marlon Brand() and Jack Palance
look pros...A. as Sunday school
teachers.
A Mobile, Ala., theater man
who saw the picture got so excited over Tim he produced his
.
6
.4'st movie, "Bayou", .in order
to star the 24-year-old Carey.
Tim gets special billing in his
next picture. "Paths of Glory",
starring -Kirk Douglas. •
But before this success were,
years of troubles, apparently be-

Saxon
'ROCK
n start-

ner
lerk

LiAis juhiktilsai bg.6av
,Made Brandi, Nervous
Carey
admittedly
has been
tossed out • of every studio in
'tin. He was asked to leave
one picture because he got actress Phyllis Kirk in hysterics.
He was booted out of "The Wild
One" because he made Brandt,
nervous.
To get auditions with - movie
producers he three times .broke
Into their offices, pulled out a
gun and started shooting them
and himselL. The fact he used
jelly blanks and was trying te
'Slow them he could act didn't
make the producers any • less
angry. They asked him to leave
He was expelled from liv(•
schools in his native Brooklyr.
the Marine Corps andb nearly
every job he's tried while hitchhiking across the county. .He's
slept in vacant lots and cellars.
Des'the fact he works regularly' in Hollywood. he bought
•four-room house 25 miles ay:a)
in a poor section of the city.
Plays With Cobra
"People are finally, beginning
to understand me," barked Tim.
"The trouble is. people in Hollywood never saw a guy like
me before. They think I'm a man
from another planet."
Tim stands 6-feet-4 and ha,
a mop of black hair hanging
iver his angular face. His belavior is so unruly that when
I talked to him in a resaurant I
often wished I were elsewhere
Carey kept jumping up to shout
kis answers and even demonstrated a sensual dance he dot"
with • a live cobra between pictures in little bistros downtown
"I've been in and out of mor•
jails on vagrancy charges—the
police always arrest me on susIecion because I look suspicious,"
said Tim.
"When I was little I had an
insane desire to wear a uniform
so I forged my way into ihe
Marine Corps. My mother and
father both worked—I wanted
attention.
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"Why are people afraid of me"
One..producer thought I was on
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ONIONS
LETTUCE
10c
CARROTS
Oc 10c
RADISHES
10c CABBAGE
Cauliflower
29c lb. 5c
BANANAS if Tut LEMONS
12°

•

1

OPEN

BUNCH

FRIDAY

1

doz. 19

$129

8P.M.

EACH

-

I/ Extra Selects ,

EVENING
UNTIL

BUNCH

lb

OYSTERS

EACH

HEAD

PURE
FRESH TENNESSEE RIVER

LARD
4 cLTB.N 69,
9-oz. jar

MUSTARD

•••••,,

Qt

FIELD'S

Kraft's

CAT FISH STEAKS 65
49,
OCEAN_ CATFISH SMOKED
lb

1 lb pkg

Vienna

— SAUSAGE

2 CANS 29c

•

[
E
t
AC
N

H

ANCHOVIES
Can

OYSTERS

—.. Potted

CAN 5c

MEAT
Campbell4

PORK & BEANS 2 FOR 29c

,SF.ALTEST,

ICE
.. CREAM 6iA(iW;foup
12

GALLON •Isi

c

Hydrox

loc
71 z oz pkg

COOKIES
Mrs. Pickford's

lb.

MARGARINE

19c

Whole

SAVE ON

2rz cdn

SPICED PEACHES

29c

Velvet. Oil
BUTTER COOKIES
39c
59c
Belle Meade

Oil

92..oz pkg.

QUA ST

PINT
Ss OFF

29c
1-lb. box
35c

104 OTE

PAY

ON"

••5e•14,',mi.

Nabisco

OFF
3-LB.

GRAHAM CRACKERS
FigiERS .

SPEC!Al
3 IS. CAN

con 41

MRS TUCKER'S Shorten

Lynn

I-lb. box

- 23c

Grove - Plain or Self-Rising

FLOUR

FRIES AND BAKES EVEN BETTER THAN BUTTER

25 LB BAG $1.59

EATWELL

Chase a
Sanborn

CAN

PIMENTO

SALMON

OYSTERS

49c

can

59c

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

. CHEESE
8 Oz Pkg.

39c

BUTT HEAD

1 5C CAN

TUNA

39c 29c

CAN

MORTON'S

FROZEN MEAT PIES
• BEEF
• CHICKEN
• TURKEY

4

PACKED

PRESSURE

39c
29c
JACK
MACKERAL
T,U N
;
39
2

1 Lb. Pkg.

ALASKA CHUM

NATURAL -AMERICAN

•••

)1C..6g.19Aci

89c

for

too
Crooke. larril
.1".
(Choose

Lb.

37c

Atoak

ci7 COFFEE

29F, NEW Pillsbury
PICNIC HAMS
Icebox Cookies
FRANKS Swifts Premium 391
PORK ROAST
391 -39,
39,
BACON
Bar-be-qued Chicken
ROUND STEAK
Chuck Roast
(Just slice and bake)

OFF REGULAR PRICE

ANY FLAVOR

L

BOSTON BUTTS

It is called Eponite and it was
developed in the labor,atories of
the Shell Devylopment. "It should
make cotton Much more competitive with synthetics, which - have
taken over a large part of the
textile market in recent years."
'Gershirrowitz
said one eastern
•
•
uniform -maker is treating ,cotton
cloth with this petroleum -Product
in a ,Rill-scale test., .•
Eponsite also helps`,cotton „iabrics resist shrinkage, tearing/ and chlorine discoloring. It
ecooltS approximately 61.25 a pound
to( manufacture and about onetenth of a pound of epontte Is
.4eeded per pound of cloth.
/
Eponite Is a combination of.the
petrochemicals glycerine and epiehlorohydrin. It is dissolved in
water through which the cloth r
passed. The cloth picks up the
Eponite and is then heated. This
. toughens the cloth fibers and
makes the 'material water—resistant.

PAGE THREE

GREEN

EMERYVILLE, Calif. — aft -Oil company scientists are ores ing research on a resin aimed at
iving cotton fabrics some of thsame
crease-pc*. 'Met-proof
qualities as synthetics.
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WORTHMORE

•- •Vacuum
Packed

lb.

EVAPORAlcio

PET
BORDEN'S

BISCUITS
3cans 25c

MI2
LK for 29c
fritant

NONFAT DRY MILK
MAKES 12015.

It Fresh, Tasty

lb

.
1 39a

SWIFTS PREMIUM

SWIFTS PREMIUM

fts Vacuum rack
OtGuLAR

GRIND

1111 111'

The petrochemicals that make
Eponite 'have other important
ses in industry, Gershinowitz
said. One is as a metal-to-metal
adhesive in the aircraft field
It sticks despite the extreme heat
making it Useful in the Manutae...ture of planes that fly aboveTI Ii
speed'of sound and generate.lugh
temperatures.
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i

Women's Page

Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-j

Activities

Weddlnip

Locals

4W950

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. Fred Stroup
Guest Speaker For
Fellowship Meeting

Mrs. R. H. Robbins
hostess For Meet
Of Group II CWF

Prayer at the St. John's EpiscoTpuraday. March 7
Mrs, R. IL Robbinewas hostess
_ The Jessie Houston service pal Church at one o'c.lkick. Please forthe meetifig
'Group Li of
.
Club of the Supreme Fortin note earlier time.
the Christian Women's Fellow* • ••
ship of the First Christian
Woodmen Circle will meet with
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker, West
Church held on Tuesday, March
Saaturdax,March 9'
5, at two-thirty o'cleek
Poplar, -at seven-thirty o'clock.The" Captain -Wendell Oury
• • ••
afternoon at her home on Oh\ e
chapter of the DAR will meet
Group III of the CWF of the
otreet.
at the home of Mrs. George Hart
First Christian Church will meet
The program was given . by
at two-thirty o'clock.
at, -the home of Mrs. Rupert
Mrs. Iva Gilbert who discussed
•••
Slivers at eight o'clock.
The Lanibuth College Choir the "Development of Saznyek"
••••
will be at the Hazel Methodist avhic,li is a continuation of the
The WAIS of the Memorial
Church at seven-thirty o'clock belles of studies on 'Southeast
Baptist Church v.•ill observe the
to present a musical program. Asia.
week of prayer at the church at
Mrs. Robbins gave' the devoEveryone is invited.
s -The devotion was given by two o'clock.
.• • •
tion from John 14:24. Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Rupert Parks from I John.
••••
Roberts, chairman of the group,
Monday, March 11
Mrs. Robert Hahs showed plans
The week of prayer will be
The Sigma Department of the presided at the meeting.
for the new church building.
observed by the WMS of the
Refreshments v. ere served by
During the social hour the First Baptist church at the Ilifilffiy-Womares (lob will have
an open 'meeting at .the club the hostess to the thirteen memhostesses—Mrs. Millen Mrs. Ed church at two-thirty o'clock.
house at seven o'clock. All par- ners and 'one visitor, Rev. HowFilbeck. ands "Mrs. Kate Kirk-1
••• 9
ard. Nichols.
served'a sal,ad plate to eaeh of
The Garden Department of the ents of children of kindergartt>•r•
• ••
the fifteen members and two Murray Woman's Club will meet age are especially urged to atvisitors, Mrs.. Stroup and Mrs. at the club house at two-thirty tend.
••• •
klotYard
o'clock.
Tuesday. March 12 '
• si • •
Circles of the
-Friday. March 8.
•
First Bailffrti%Tilircir COM mee
' •
The Memorial Baptist Church
at two-thirty o'clock as follOws:„ " The Jessie Ludwick Circle of '
will observe the week of
I with Mrs. Noel AIelugin; If the Woman's Association of the
Prayer for home missions with
with Mrs. Ira Fox: HI with Mrs. College Presbyterian Church held .
meetings at the church at two ;
The loveiy new home of Mrs. o'clock and at seven - thirty L. Di Outland: IV with Mrs. Pat its regular meeting at the homeHackett; VI with Mrs. K. T. of . Miss • Alanon Crawford in
Graves Sledd on Elna Street was o'clock.
Crawford; VII With Mrs. Lois 1....)nn Grove 'on Tuesday, March
the- scene of the meeting of the
• a ••
5, ar two o'clock in the afterMiller.
Business Women's Circle of :he
The Week of prayer for home
e. * 9 NI'
noon.
Woman's Missionazy society oe missions will be observed by the
;hp -First Baptist Church held_-t-WMS -of the First Baptist-Church -Murray_ _Star. _r,halater____51
A -A-Toore- gave the
the Order of the Kampen'
--t-at- the church at two
March -4- at- seen
C'n
will hold its rt:gular meeting at program on the theme, "It is
clock.
o
'
fifteen o'clock in the evening.
r Be A Few", in which
e Masonic Hall at seeen-thirty Good 'o
Mrs John R. Adams, mission
• •••
tshe stressed how much more a
o'ctoe.k.
study chairman of the circle.
The officers and teacher of the
small group can accomplish than
VVVOnesday. March 13
conducted the sepcial study. af Young Women's Clas.% of the •
Circle
of the %VMS of the a large group because each perthe book. "Home Missions CSA" , First Baptist Church will meet
son in a small group will work
by Court Redford, which is a at the - kirtme of Mrs. Stub Wil- First Baptist Church will meet to 'do her part.
•
at
the
Baptist.
Mission
at
twopart of the observance of the son, North Fourteenth Street, at
thirty' o'clock.
week of prayer fur home mis- seven-thirty o'clock.
The chairman, Mrs. Moore,
.• • •
sions.
presided at the meeting. Mrs..
••• •
Thursday: March 14
Charlie Crawford led the openSeveral 'Members _took part in
The Murray Woman's Club ing .prayer and alsP gave the
The North Murray Homemakthe discussion -Of—mission work
will have its general meeting at devotion from the twelfth chapand the need for the work in ers Club will- meet at the home
. of Mrs. Zeffie Woods at one- the club 'house at two - thirty ter, of. Mark. The meeting was
.the..Lnitecr States.
o'clock. There will be an election dargd-VIth the Mizpah benedic&dock:
liefieshments were serVed.
of officers.
. • • ••
tiodth
the hostesses. Mrs. Sledd and I
••••
The" United Church Women
Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall. to the satThe hosteig,. Mis Crawford,
The Young Peoples Missionary
will observe World Day of
teen members present.
served a party plate to the 1.A 1 Group will meet at the First.
Lew ing members present:
ii
Baptist Church for a missi
B. F.. Scherflitts, Miss --Bird",
o'clock. A Frye, Mrs.
moors. Mrs
potluck, slipper will be served.
Charlie Crawford, Mrs. Orval
• • e 4
Austin. Mrs. Jessie. Rogers and
Mrs. Zeifie Woods.

Group I of the Christian WO.-men's • Fellowship at the ithlt
Christian Church met in the
home,.of M. Gregg Miller on
Vine Street on Tuesday, March
-6;-- -et --twe•-titirty-- elk--- theafternoon.
Mrs. Fred Stroup.was the guest
speaker for the- afternoon who
gave a most interesting discussion an the Christian Youth
Fellowship in _Berlin. Germany.
Mrs.' gtroup came to Murray
from Berlin in December.

•
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Belk
Settle Co.
*

MEANS

spring fashion

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Choose your Easter Fashions now from Bac-Settle': wide selection.,. new.
creations arriving daily!

BUY NOW ON OUR EASY LAY

DRESSES
by famous makers

Crawford Home Is
Scene Of Jessie

• DORIS DODSON
• VIY
C—K .1/AUGHN
• PEG PALMER
• SHIRLEY LEE
• SLIMAKER
• TONI TODD

-----------------

New suit story,

editedlor
spring 1957
Mu'uol_adrrirationLthe Zelinka-Matlick suit you love,
because it's so youthfully flattering. The young,
sen-,i-ftted 'socket, hand braid bound, deftly deed
over a suave skirt. Expect admiring glances
when you turn ... for the droc.:e bask jacket
climaxes in ajeching bow back.
Of Forstrharin Telgo in navy or bloc'
, "ties
and CUstornette sized 8 to 16.

479.95

Ifrs'. Raphael Jones
.‘ Opens her Home
For Circle Meet

• BEA YOUNG
• NANCY LEE

1
4 to 241
/
4
Sizes 7 to 15; 10 to 20; 12/

595 To 2450

TOPPERS
WOMEN'S

JUST ARRIVED!

for Easter

• * • •

Project Leaders Of
Homemakers Club
Have Special Meet

Mrs. Raphael Jones opened her
,.home on. South Fifteenth Street.
fur the meeting of the ,Cora
Graves Circle of the Woman's
The mayor project leaders of.1;
Association of the College Pres- the Homemakers Clubs nict• re-1
byterian Church held on Monday. L,r1tiy in the. college library for
March 4. at eight o'clock in *the ., :raining meeting on planning i
evening.
:, ,:ipet,vers.
The program for_ the evenirt:t . Al“s Jane Junes of the Exwas a film on "Malaya" shown . n-i,n'. service gate the lesson
by Mrs Orval Atis•in v.-ith Mr,. . :!•1 ..-as assisted by Mr, Barletta
Jeannette Mattingly as the nar- - `,'-'ralher, home demonstration
rator.
,•:,.n: They said the siipcove:-.
Mrs. Edwin Larson conducted •' 1.. e may be to protect. to..
the Bible study on "Jesus*Teach- : 1,lertA furniture, to feclaa!,
ings on Citizenship." Mrs. Karl -,., rn fi.enit'Ore. or to simply ao ,
Warming. chairman of the circle.
and change to a r;;,im.
presided at the meeting.
The next training meeting will
The hoste(1Mrs. Jones. served I be held March 27 when the
refrechmen,, t.. the fifteen 1114•M- •deters will fit and 1
s•004t the
ber
, 1r -,.n•
,••--,.,1 cu.,:tt
rt ucti.,n ,.! 5'4 'NC TS.

AWAY PLAN 1

See Our Fine Selection Of

•

•
__
By Circle At Home, %yids-ItIrs. Graves .Sledd

•

MARCH 7, 1967

DUSTERS

• Pastel Shades

Black - Navy - Pastel

'- $16"
$109

BLOUSES
•

Styles and Fabrics for

Easter Bonnets For That
FLATTERING LOOK

all occasional
JOSE

FERRER

-THE GREAT

-95
98 To 5

Sizes 30-38

in

•

1

—1-AST TIMES TONIGHT—

SEE OUR HUGE SELECTION

MAN"

with JULIE LONDON
i•immimos
198 To

595

Women's

SKIRTS
Cottons make the news,
solids or gay prints...
Linens are back for that
dressy look. See our wont
derful selection.

Smart With Any Outfit!

•

STARMNA,

-e

-14101

SAXON .LUANA PATTEN
SAL MINE° JOHN
PLAIT FAT mixt ROD AUKUEN

Sizes 22 to 34

198 To

ON OUR STAGE

"PLATTERS' ahd PICTURES" -

4,L.v1‘e
cpor

BLACK PATENT.,.,

...EDWARD C

Each SAILRDAY I 0:30 a. m. .
COMING S.00N ----JAYNE MANSFIELD in "GIRL CAN'T HELP IT"
CLARK GABLE in .... "KING AND 4 QUEENS"
"THE IRON PETTICOAT"
BOB HOPE in
ROCK HUDS N in "W
rEN ON THE WIND"

595

To 495
plus tax

BUY NOW ON OUR
LAY-AWAY

SHOP BELK'S for better selections, better
.BUY BELK'S for certified batter values,

-

buys!

SHOP NOW WHILE
SELECTION IS GOOD
S.

•
•
•
,

•
•••••

•
6

•

•

eft
••••

THURSDAY

—

MARCH

Is per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 50e - Sc per word for three days. Classified ads are payable In advance.
and polished "Ready
Douglass Hardware.

To

Use."
M8C

ity. We train and finance. Phone
or write Fuller Brush Co 422
tolumbus Ave., Paducah, Ky.,
phone 3-2777 % Clifton Coleman,
M9C
Manager.

Auction Sale

- PerMURRAY BICYCLE, 28".
AUTO, FIRE, LIFE, and Inland fect condition, with lights, lugMarine insurance. Contact Wayne gage carrier and new fender
M13C flaps. Good paint. Cheap at $20.
Wilson, phone 321.
•
Harold- Shoemaker,-S03-N- 7th
1953 MODEL Chevrolet/I,' pickup. Street.
M9C
Good condition. Orville Owens,
M7P 1955 CHEVROLET hardtop. one
&Hazel Route 1.
"-owner, low mileage. Lampkins
TWO 1954 BUICKS. special four
M9C
Motor Sales, call 519.
door. One straight shift and one
with dyna-flow. Lampkins Motor
NOG
Sales, call 519.

1948 FARMALL H tractor, three
of equipment.'Also 1951
WD Anis Chambers, 3 pieces of
equipment. All in good shape
See Parry
Stewart, Puryear,
M8P
Tenn. Phone 94-N.

spieees

•
COMPLETE SiuCr oTV Iron
skillets, covers, chicken fryers,
Dutch mem, corn stick pans
and . bakers. These are ground
1957
• Standard Diary
• Aristocrat Diary
• Cash Account Diary
Auto Record Book
Auto Expense Book
Travelers Expense Book
Day-At-A•Glance Book
Memo Book
1957 Calendars
Office Supply Department

Ledger & Times
Call 55

„

has

more tivation, the largest area of an,.

.);,k

I

C-77

unerrur
Jaz..
.

ka:T/dy CARPET

SEQUEN C

RES
a BLUE PiL9SON'iVINNER

Just call us and let us

give you our complete
price for your job'.
s."f

NO OBLIGATION TO BUY,
• Wall to Wall or
• Any.Room Size

ivd

NO(

••••"?

ASO
A - •"
s

•

HELP WANTED 1

".„
-7-1 WANTED:
[—FOR REN1
Married man

with car,
age 22-40, with high school eduSMALL FURNISHED apartment. cation, to work 8 hours or more
TFC daily. Must have good personalFurnace heat. 505 Poplar.

THURMAN

A Call for Doctor Barton
asecrtt.1=1,14erukrz.e.,1,14.1.-

for you,
. and .E0 I know
1 She looked at him pleadinzly, thin'-'s
Cli.!1.PTFP. 27
u.'•
that 1 hue
tears.
aith
filled
eyes
her
!)`1 BARTON sat stunned
She sat trembling against his
know." he agreed. "I've
Is-1 at June's frank advice that
old arm, her emotions tumbling tiic
that
like
feeling
around
gone
he seed for his wife. He was cold,
the whirling snow' which the wind
chap with the albatross."
as he had not been out upon the
Compassionately, she tow hed blew against the windows. She
icy
the
beside
nor
wintry hillside
hand. "Even your friends, was at once thrilled by what -he
Ink,'. Cold to his heart's core, his
the
those who have been sorry had said to her and sorry for
cold to the marrow of his bones. even
you and hcve resented Kopp's man who had said it. She liked
He clasped his hands hard to- for
him,
action against you, Grady, she had always liked
gether between his knees and re- vindictive
of them, Grady, will stop and now fihe was swept upward
membered the companionship some
and wonder a little. About in a surge of joy to know that he
d'hich he had known with this now
was free.
honesty."
your
girl on their walk that afternoon.
She turned a laughing face up"But I'm not crishonest. June"
A companionship so close as not
-but ward to hlm. "I've always been
lie
a
told
"I
protested.
he
thought
had
to need talk. Ile
horribly jealous of your wife,"
I am not dishonest!"
June shared it. And she had,
her
Neither he nor June recog- she confessed. "I've critWized
he
With a gesture of decision,
nized any absurdity in his claim. bitterly for leaving you alone!"
his
against
clapped his hand
He nodded. He saw that June
"No," she said slowly, "you're
knees got to his feet and came not, Grady. In fact you lean over was still not reidy to accept his
the
on
June
beside
sit
to
413
*cf.
backward. to be honest. I remem- love.
curved couch.. Turning toward ber how Father exploded that
After a bit, she lifted 'her eyes
her, he took her hand between time you had Mo arrested tot shyly. "Was she --" she began
his two big ones, and with his running into your car. lie said, diffidently, then broke off to sumeyes upon bet Sweet face, he told 'Does the guy hare to be so mon courage. "What was she
her of the tie.
like, Grady? What was her
darned honest and legal?'"
"I do not have a wife, June.
She smiled wanly at him, and name? And-was she-pretty?"
He held her hand and smoothed
I am not married. Ote-1 was when he caught her hands again, his
I first came to the }follies-but-- tone roughening. "June," he cried, the back ,of it with his fingertips.
my wife--" He said the word "tell me! Do you love me? Could His face WEIS grave, his eyes dank.
"tier name was Gisela," he said
with difficulty, sat silent for a you."
would desecond, then went on, his face
She sat very still, not taking in the quiet way one
pale. "My wife was in Reno then, her hands away, but they became scribe an acquaintance. "I met
getting a divotee. She did get lifeless things in his grasp, and her when I was a prisoner in
one-she was-teithin days of get' gently he released them. Then he Germany, and hurt. She was a
ting it when I came here to be looked so lost that • impulsively nurse in the hospital. And --yes,
interviewed. And, well, I wanted she leaned her shoulder against she was beautiful. No! She was
handsome. You're beautiful.
to come here so much that when his.
Kopp said they must have a set"Oh. Grady!" she cried. "I have Pretty."
Her eyes flew open. "Is that
tled man, a married man, I just to have a litfiFTilne . . . I like
said that I was Married, without you. I've always liked you! But better?"
His smile answered her. "That's
any sort of qualification. And; so love-- You see, I've never thought
-well-it amounted to a lie.
of you as anything but a man best!" he said firmly.
"Oh-Grady," she cried in a
"I know it was a crazy thing with a wife. I've never let myself
tone of helpless protest.
to dp! I've regretted it ever since! think of you as free." "I'm sorry," he agreed. "I
He sighed. "I love you, June,"
But there it was I didn't tell the
he was
he saidsravely. "This afternoon, wish-" For a moment
truth-and so---I lied."
"I wish I had never known
silent.
across
come
you
watched
I
When
had
eyes
- As he talked. June's
Gisela!"
clung to his face. "Oh, no!" she the snow toward me. I felt-perShe leaned against his arm.
haps I can't put It into words,
moaned now.
you want to tell me about
"Do
you. The
about
felt
I
way_
the
diff..calty.
with
swallowed
Ile
the her?"
"There's more," he told her. "I- wa3."4 feel now. I suppose it's
"I have to tell you!" he cried.,
way I shall always feel, even if
I love you, June."
"For the whole thing was not
Slowly, she drew her hand from you deride ...
"Of course you don't know if right, June!"
his and bent her head away from
"Not ever, Grady?"
I don't
his gaze. When he would have you love me, or could.
"Now I believe it wasn'tlove
totieheil her, she drew litvay. know if I could expect you to
It didn't work. Maybe it
ever.
"Wait, Grady," she urged. "I have me, because Prii not sure that I couldn't have worked. I don't
would
ever
woman
a
why
know
to think:"
know. I thought I 4.4.11.41 trying,
sorry I told that lie, June." love a man."
He sat for a long minute, his but, anyway'She searched his face. "Does
"It seemed that we hadn't anyfire.
4t moan that .telling it makes- eyes upon the
-didn't h e
Then Ma face tightened:110'hr thing in commr.n. We
everything worse for you?"
dislike the same things. We
or
vivoice
deep
his
firmly,
spoke
"i;m afraid it does."
couldn't even talk happily to"Tlp to now, they haven't had brating.
gether, let alone---" He coughed
love'
why
would
I
know
I
"Rot
said
has
Father
much to go on.
and rubbed the knuckles of his -5
be
would
"It
said.
"
he
woman
a
and
mean,
Kopp.
I
haven't.
they
free hand across his lips. "She
Mo. He's jealous of you and re- because I would want to give didn't what anything I .was able
sents you, hut he hasn't had any- that woman a feeling of security to give her. For a while I .thought
thing, really, to work on. But and faith'in life. Because I would it a matter of adjustment. She
want to do everything I could to
•
now..."
hated being a doctor's wife and
"Yes, when the lie Is known. fulfill that woman's hopes and taking second place to the calla
would
More--I
And
passions.
But I had to tell you. June!"
those things, of my profession."
-."I know. But still they'll use it whnt to Terminate
of world
kind
that
perpetuate
call
to
Father
would
AN proof-- what
T)))))arrow, In Chapter 211:
beloved
my
would
children
the
for
that
evidence
corroborating
It?
"Are :4 011 on M.'s side-and
-yen call 14 dishonest. Oh, it's the give me.
angrily
'That Is the way I feel about against Mc ?" Grady
worst thing that's happened,
those dOmends of June.
So
to
want
I
June.
von
GradYl"

EASY TERMS

FURNITURE

.1

it

•

•

•

•

••••

Wanted'

....--ELIZA3ETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
fiZr.

States

thin 454,000.000 acres un.ter cul- country in the worm.

created in 1872.

We wish tb thank all of our
friends and neighbors for their
many kind expressions .of sympathy and condolence during the
loss of our beloved husband and
father, Carl Lancaster. We especially want to thank Bros.
Kester, Hargis and Brinn for
their comforting words and the
singers for the beautiful *leetions rendered, also the Max H.
Chuechill Funeral Home.
May God's richest blessings be
with you and yours is our prayer.
-We miss thee from our home,
dear father
We miss thee from thy place,
A shadow o'er our life is 'east,
We miss the sunshine of. thy
face,
We miss thy kind and willing
hand,
Thy fond and earnest care,
Our home is dark without theeWe miss thee everywhere.
Mrs. Carl Lancaster

SATURPYAY, MARCH 9
1:00 P.M. Rain or Shine
At the late Tellus Moore farm WANTED AT ONCE. Rawleigh
milek northeaSt_of Murraon -dealer-- in- -Calloway---County or
Vancleave road, two milex off city - of Murray. See or write
blacktop, mirth of Lakestop gro- Bill Johnson, Box 352, Russell
cery.
Rawleigh's,
write
Springs or
Will sell following items:
Dept. ,Kyc-1090-R, Freeport, Ill.
shape,
good
tractor,
Ford
1TP
plows, disc, cultivator, practically
new, rubber tired wagon, 4 dour ENJOY YOURSELF, its later
Checrulet car with new tires, not than you think! See opry star
a late model but in tip top con- Faron Young in "Hidden Guns"
Fri.-Sat., March 8-9, Murray
dition with years of service.
Mr. & Mrs. Jae B. Lancaster
MONUMENTS
M9C
Young cow and -calf, a stripper, Drive-In Theatre.
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
Mr. & Mrs. Leon Beale
builders of fine memorials for nice springer, coining two years
NOTICE OF CREDITORS
ovei half century. Porter White, old bull, seven yearling calves,
1416C including three Jersey bulls from ADMINISTRATION has been
Manager. Phone 121
CARD OF THANKS
artificial breeding and country's granted be the County Court
Necchi,
upon
estates:
the_following
MACHINES,
take
this means of expresWe
SEWIN
best dairy herd, one brood sow,
Domestic, Brother. Repair all 4 shoats, Work mule, 35 barrels Mrs. Lola Hutson, Dec'd., Mr. sing our appreciation for the
makes. Write or call Allen's corn, 100- bales jap, 14 hams, Mark Hutsan. Administrator, N. 'kindness shown us in the loss of
our husband and father, Robie
Sewing Machine Ex:, 210 S. 4th., shoulders and sugar eured ba- 5th St.. Murray, Ky.
Paducah. Dial 2-8900 or Murray con, two .cans of lard, 25 Triple Charles Roberts. Dec'd., Bass. L. Fair. Evecially want to thank
Roberts, A,dministratrix, Dr. A. D. Butterworth, Rev. H.
1419P A White 'Rock laying pullets, Anna
pnone 1091.
miarr.ye; Ky
soweesel dearn-Asses..,ast.
ORNAMENTAL IRON, cast and fruit, 10 gallons sweet cider, lot 'Carl Lancaster. Dec'd.. Mr. Joe the .pallbearers, Ronald Churchill
wrought designs, porch columns, of scrap iron, corn shelter, wheat Lancaster, Administrator, 507 S. Funeral Home and all the kind
railings, mail box and light post, cradle, large bok made from 91h St., Murray. Ky.
neighbors, friends and relatives
picnic tables, yard furniture, etc. black walnut, wheel barrow, pea Tellus
Moore, Dec'd.; Mrs.' •Ah,, contributed fte-d and sent.
Low prices, easy terms, frLe es- shelter, horse drawn tools, din- Pearl
Moore,
Administratiix, flowers.
.
timates.- May f i e Id Ornamental ner bell, wash kettle, spring seat, Murray. Icy., Route 3.
Mrs. Robie L. Fair & Children.
Iron Co., 335 Willow Drive, ph. les size bed, spool type, very old,
claims
having
All
persons
A4c 4 ton coal, wood cook stove, against' said estate are notified
2881 Collect.
PRIVILEGED CHARACTER
%any small items. Probably will to present them to the Adminiperma.
vt..
and
sheds;
Executors
each
$10.50
-two
on
'OtisSPECIAL
sett a budding
UNION CITY, N. J. - 11/1
according to law. same to be
nent wave, a beautiful electric covered with metal tooling.
clock given free, also permanents
Arrangements have been made pres reed to said Administrators The Common Man has cracked
as low, as $4 each. Chris' Beauty with Mrs. Moore for anyone and Executors in due course of the liariks of the VIP's who display 'impressive signs to beat
Shop. Call 326-W. 1311 W. Main. wishing to sell' farm produce, law.
M8C equipment or household items to
parking reties. An automobile
Tins March 6th, 1957.
parked in a 90-minute metered
R. B. Patterson. Clerk,
bring them. Outside items will
zone here bore this sign: "TaxCalloway County Court
sell after main sale.
payer."
Murray. Kentucky
Douglass Shoemaker, auctioneer.
All candidates are in•iited to
GRAVEL LOADER to attach to come and bring one or two with
M8C
F20 Farmall tractor, at once. them.
Phone 712. Kynois McClure.
M7P

NOTICE

The United

Yellowstone National Park was

•

CARD OF THANKS

CHOICE well located lot, 2 cheap
lots. New 3 bedroom brick house.
New 2 bedroom brick house. 51
acre farm $4.`100 house witp G.I.
loan. Three bedroom house with
akbasement near city limits. Modern home and 214 acres of land,
3 miles out on black top. Also all
Claude L.
kinds of insurance.
Miller. Phones 758 and 1058.
Over Stubblefield Drug.
M7C
— .
FORD, two door, cuttotn 8.
) pick _from_ idialeAr
„Ina
Motor Sales. Call i19. •M9C
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I DON'T
APPROVE
OF
LENDING
MONEY
BETWEEN

Bushm:Iler

NOW THAT WE
AREN'T FRIENDS,
HOW ABOUT THAT
,
QUARTE?i

WHY"?
SLUGGO--I'M IN
A ..•JAM -LEND
ME A
QUARTER

Ernie

crr

v

FRIENDS

Mg
'
•

•
1. Obi
II Po OP Gem 1037 by Umbyd

411b.

•••••••••11
Itodbook Ifty MAPCO - i•••

by Raeburn Van Bores

ABBIE an' SLATS
5-STOP (50B)
MAULING ME,','

ROCKY- YOU KNOW I CAN T
TELL YOU I LOVE YOU IF'IT
JUST ISN'T 50:

YOU'RE JUST A KIO, ROCKY -LOVE'LL COME ALONG YOUR.
BEAT LOTS 0' TIMES
BEFORE YOU MAKE
UP YOUR MIND

BE5/ca5, WHY WOULD A
PRETTY KID LIKE YOU WANT
A BEAT-LP CLD WRECK
LIKE ME,
HUh

al•

alt03_eios-

V

by AI Capp

LIL' ABNER

onfigailDIEN't1

li EvENING
14
ENBUSOF
wuAcKcoLLsoe
BR A/N
SURGepty

HOW MUCH DO
YOU PAY
r_a-r..
s
'
T
NT
EC
RIA
PAT
'P-P
pRUFEssejek? .7

.f.4...KK A THROW.r
A E
AN'YOU DON'T HAFTA
DO NUT n N! you.JUST

LAY T4-4FiRrl. WE. DO
THE REAL WC:-K.F.."

I'LL TAKE Ti iE JOB.i7(-2'W/7714f)/ /'/C-REAED
&L/C.i-rti
/NCOAfE,/
Al/SS EWELLSPANKAG GOOD 7/4

FsEPOR: f•C_)k.
WOIK TOMpRRER
NIGHT. EIGHT
O'CLOCK
SHARP,t7

/..w
.roR8
Eik
1

140

A SRA IN
51.iRCiF-ON
IN YOUR

i

/44— 'i9)e.C1k5

1 ...1 _ %•••*..
. %an .........).....

in41%gg

-"'

,

Am

-- r
iI .1,,,i....,
'ljr(
I
-II:.
Y
ET
S
-E
Az
4Cle
PAim
:

1114/
6411.°

Folz
cLikss
--

1
Felemos!

1,4,,

i n Ti4E LIFE
..
e„.- Ti-..
i PARrY!! 1

i-- det-,-•

•-•••
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Paying Patient
A
AHA Head Says
•

- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THURSDAY - MARCH 7, 19.)7

Unusual Test Room
For Acoustics

•

ids Indigent.

T
R he'Fi
StE
rS
oT
mE
beRsilg 'NCarY
lsOn
-Ctil?l
i
constructed a unique "roomwithin
., haft"
rest;arCh and testing
ai all phases 'of acoustics.
The new aiiechoic chamber, deCHICAGO -The president of signed both to exclude all exterior
the "American Hospital Associa- sounds and to eliminate internal
lien said today that the self- acoustic reflections, or echoes.
paying patient in. some hospitals . is adjoined by.a laboratory fully
souuSpped-with-jhe.--entsit-- achanis -Unit unfair
-Ty-tasted- over the:
cost of his 'own.' care ---to help cen 'acoustical' measuring devices.
Close proximity railroad
finance heallk personnel educai'zie; and heA•ity travel...A sir.s.sis
tion--eftel 1th-sq.-grief rare-frir--ttic":4
indigent and medically indigent. necessitated the chamber's unique
structure_ The outer shell, is of
Dr. Albert- W.
-Snoke, AHA''
high
density
concrete
blocks
president and director of the
Inside this, separated by several
Grace-New
Haven Community
inches ef air space, is another
Hospital. New
Haven. Conn..
room which has walls fabricated
made the assertion an his monthof panels of a nigh density cely column . in Hospitals.. Joornal
ment and asbestos composition.
of the American Hospital AssoThe internal structure. 25 by 35
ciation. published • today-.
by 27 feet. is suspended complete-When a''hospital ,has an addi,,.
special vibration-absorbing
tional responsittilite for sdj,,ta:i.
felt hangers .It is lined. on
tional activities and for' the eatsides, including floor and ceilins
of patients whO cannot pay 'the
• .th thick glass fiber batts 7
full cost of their hospitalization.
-internal sounds and preabs
-this 'expense can be met Qrfty.
Vent e .es within the room.
by philanthropy or, by --charges,
to other patients." Dr. Snoke
wrote. adding:
"Unfortunately.
this
burden
seems to lie falling-more- and
more _ upon the, paying patient...
But the iiaa•iiNt_pailepts ire
..-FAB.C41..-S1-12...
m'Iftt
Aliitaigirserss
trti Zifficulty eftough meeting North, Dakota is a treeless, plain.
their own legitimate hospital ex- hut the state recently began legpenses without having to assume. ging for out-of-state consumption
an increasing burden for their
More than a quater-milliort
unfortunate neighbors."
board feat of basswood logs have
Hospital • employees are also been exported from the Neche.
shouldering some of this burden. N. D:. area. said John Zaylskie.
Dr. Snoke said writing that "it North .Dakota state extension'
is becoming increasingly difficult forester Smalltr amounts have
to- -4-1-170-iftr'Fit
-been firtggetl- neir -Grafton and
ernpfrittse a lower wage than that Finley. N. D.
•
received by his courrteroart in . "The logs have been classified
the comre.tinitv who comes to as number one, or veneer grade.
the hosirtal sod vets a lower which means top quality," Zaylhospital rhar9^ at the expense skie said
of the hospital emolovee
He said some elm and cottonDr -•Sn.'-^ said the burden of wood also are being shipped. •
'Caring for the indigent' should
be met by tax funds. But he
icriid the eornmithities wh.icb_pav
the cost of indigent care out tax funds are the efeept: 7 •
Tither tbsn the .nile
Arguing that .••this unfair levy
ihreild 'lac removed from 'he
hospital employee and . paving
patients
Dr Snoke said ty,st•itals collectively and individua*:•should7
By LOL ,S CASSELS
Receive current 'fun cost
from government agencies for Witted Preftt Staff Corsesponde,t
•
both inpatient and rar -natient , -WASHI‘NGTON 41! -At
• care rendered we.tfare patients • end of the .Kerean War. 2"
.41`tri-Reee•Ve ,i-lril.erriental, funds American-soltherS who were tak chose _to _remain. 17
from- sOeietyvenerviff=Lnot. the _en. _pris•mer
- unf,ortiinate sick
private arid Red China rather than
,setri'-private patient - for the borne tr; the United States
turncoat POW'.
eostf care of *he medieapy. Tveo of these
indivent that en•innf hos nay...! for Cpl. Edward' S . Dickens•in
and f•-•
Va
sf-raekers Neck
be the patien' h:sriself
!'he
Batchelor of Kerr avai"able
c.f. the Claud k J.
Tex, changed 'heir eyries
hosoital.
••1 Prwse',-n ,•••• s.r,
r• • ;9. r,-,s• 'a a few na• nth,. They came
from. th•-•-l-eisr•v seene•e4 such home and are now serving lone
as Woe r.--,ss and 'other in- "-rison terms at Ft Leavenworth.
Kansas foe collaboratir.g with
Slirr•o,re
-4 Spread cos' fr editcational the Communists
Nine other Army, men. r. •
rttirwses
'he entire riot:siltation with emphasis 'in. .t those ed in a reirilar prisoner ev,
arminice. Were
hea'•11 gr•
that prnfi• in the after Out. .1953
cnIlaborators
product, ••
,harinif in the court .martalcd as
and ,givertsenterices ranging from
-k ••
expense
temporary suspension • f rank '
10 years improsininent •
Seven other turncoats return,
h -irne much later All of these
tardy prodigals are now •free
, made ••
legal technicality ha.
\
WaslItNGTON
-._ ''
HoNv impossible for the Arms •-• •\ the American free e,e-,•,,
-is
,5.,5_ . them on collab 'ration chat-2e'
"tern works iF earlainc-1 in a new ,
aware lit sottiation ,
booklet f,T c!,-.rren•,1•W •ch-,4-,1 ... Army
,
offieials
are
students.
.- aware of 'his sittiat:• ,n l'
conversation, they 1.__.r.
Entttied "Rosiness in r),:r Com- . vat
muni v, "i• ear be Ohtaired fiom 'admit that it violates th, Am.!
the in t nobit-shers---the National ' can concepts of fair pasa, •
Ed
Aseocia•Icr and Amer- "
Thal ,u`'Ice f(3'. all
But the Army's han,'.
ican. Ins t!;',• ,.1 CooperslionOn Feb 23. 1954. at' 1
for 25 rent..
The 32-rage i:]- 2ora.,,,f br,,,k Ips sop • and Batchelor had r, tore.
shows how busine<s - operates to the' 21 turncoats still Ir.
Prrovidp gods and se•••••1-,..
, for China were given dish •
the Arneriran famiTiv P rti,,,sei.; . discharges This was d •
the advantages arvi clisad....•aniap, direction • ft Defense
ni each of the f,.or -tYries'-, f. lois!. 'Cl'Iallr'' t: WI:5`in arm
mess
r•r1,-4r1:7a•:,,n -- ir7..
1 ,. iltrai liir".('''' '! Arms lega: P"t.
ownershiu eartnershlti,•• 'he ..,rdin- -ary c,,rporation and o, ,oerative
SArETY IN NEWTON
....., corOe ,i-itiori:
; NE'A•TON. Ma';' ---/R-- If -.
•
.. An. President 3 K Sts'O des- mist'
yailc----cl
'
i I. in Nri..t.'"n. I.
• embed the bookie' ac a -ti*g.h.ty 'he <rifest_ City in the' nation_for:t..
The cif?, received' top
useful" publication which will
"he?r, boys and girls better under- • national honors 'in 1956 for it's
• stand .4.41.4.' tSbt,t:k anti. cpscotuni-. 19.55.,pedestrian safety nrazr.ragn
..rtifes:. 'are erfgarn.74.7d, " • '
*h.
, yr-,r hwar,4
•
"

"Treeless" N. D.
Is Exporting Lumber

Army Hands
Tied On
Collaborators

•,,,

novernment Has New
Free Enterprise Book

FAXON
CONSERVATION CLUB

firs' priz,can Ailt,,rr.,ulle A
HARD

,cia•i•ri

WINTER

NIASSENA. N

Y

-

-- S•

Indian
cruet
Mitchell
On f •
the
,
r:arrl
lic.crl a 1 ,
iirr
f
.rge
•
Junior 7
•• inter ror 1956-7 Ito
S(
• •
Tr11.151C
h_a
4-ty.-.rf•••
i'
,
supervisor. J h McClain and and th. raccoon• •
J 0. Hee% es
president,
DOG SHOOTS OWNER
Max Had presio.1 in the abROCHESTER. N V 'A snce of the pr.. ici'ente Mickey
Boggess -The con.-er.atior. pledge 'Joseph W M-cGivern 'a a,
was intiterr
"t.,. go..
Id The. t,i dg while hunting "Fix dog
roll was calico and .er,7vered accidentally stepped" on a gun
by- 25 me rr.lier< The reirer. • of on the ground awl di,charged
he last rr.r.vting. wen
rid by bullet into McGivern'.-• right foot
the secretar.. Rands- P:...er,,n
THREE DOLLARS
Nf'W prei •,1,1
a_•- d •
'BOS'ffiN
Plan- ..r. rna'l,
Li the
vW__41
•;,,;- If-nk • f ITheime tee e "oila ser.part • ,f
q.t
•or. ag•
1,iaff
ina Slides on Fish identiLe
were shown and discuss•-d. The engraveing f The Arne ri-an, eagle
and Fanueil Hall rrn
face.
group was' then adjourned.
'Regis

PICNIC HAMS

SMOKED
SHORT
SHANK
'NO CHARGE FOR SLICING

891

I-BORE STEAK

29

HI-HO
CRACKERS
irib.,... 35c'

!

SION'iNE,R

59

STEAK
RB

lb

FIELD .

READY CUT

SPAGHETTI

MORRilibtr-vr-4IELD'S-•-

GROUND

SLICED

FRANKS

BACON
TRAY
'39C
lb

PACKED

BEEF

3 99c 3
tB BAG

SAUSAGE

'6

lb

GRAPE FoTAT0Es
Red River

PRESERVES
- 12-oz. -

-JUICE

25c

,0 99C
3

White

SUNNYLAND

Drip or Regular Grind

MARGARINE

Big Brother Frozen - 6-oz. can

YELLOW CLING

5
.

COUNTRY CLUB

PEACHES
Can -

OZARK

BLACK
BERRIES

ASSORTED FLAVORS

- V2-GAL. -

- 16-oz. can -

5

29c
PRIDE OF IL' ‘/S

2for

CORN
r) RIMIX

19c

25

ulAMOND

ap

or in

Colon

O

C

TISSUE

CUT RITE

WAX 27

.
25c

FROZEN

LIMA BEAM
Bagwell
WAFFLE
SYRUP

29c
PUSS 'n BOOTS

24c

BUSH BEST
PINTO BEANS
NAVY BEANS
RED BEANS
16-0z. Can

9

C

1

111101"A

r"3)
H f1L1

Food
Market

• F riendly Courteous Service

• Phone 1061

.*
.! • II

1,U11.1111111111111.1011piO••••••••••••••••••ror•••••..................

_
•

_zam••••••!'

•

29c

4..
•

19.

QT,

47c

Ilk

4-

C

PAPER

- 1-lb. box

0 10

25c.

Northern

Crackers

BISCUITS
tio0

• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

1414,41,4414yr

FLAVOR-KIST

Refrigerated

3 CANS

6-oz.
APPLE
JELLY

2for 25C 4

WHITE

10-oz.

asy-Open
Can

10-oz.

16-oz.

39c

Disci/ma Frozen -

DULANY
DELITED

ti APMNS

MIK

Orange Juice 2i29(
Strawberries249
Lima Beans 239c
Diziana Frozen - 10-oz.

2'

29!

ICE
CREAM

Yellow - White or
Devils Food

29.

Gold Seal
SNOWY

•

lb

MIX.

2

HUNT'S CALIFORNIA

Lrg.

KE

29c
29,

1-Lb. Can -

97c
SWANSDOWN

10 LB BAG

DOZ

LEMONS

• •110116(11.7;04.

REY/410014

California Sunkist

- 24-oz. -

&zed/be

.„.

FRESH PRODUCE

WELCH'S

STRAWBERRY

Gold cp.!
GLASS Pt'
WAX 49c

29c

1-LB.
CELLO
ROLL

Ground Fresh Seveval
Times Daily!

BAGWELL

19c

PURE PORK

lass

_

#••

•
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Your hospital stay for the same out in feelings on this — for rendering a-tservice -of this sort he told me it had beset- a mar- ;
-is—the- sole Interest of
illness in 1937 cost $160 while five out of six say, -1 like my than you'll ever get from any ye
-bus experience.
lphysician . and that they have
today it costs $140. Here's where doctor -- "five out of six say financiar gain," I told him. I
or no regard for the finanI admit there are some glaring
you reap the benefits of medical "My doctor's fees are reasonable" advised him to charge a fee examplea.of meti, who put money
" :cial and economic problems of
progress, which reduce length of —and nine out of ten deny the patient could pay. Well, before medirie
Ci."'Iliif it is •a ;
illnesses trt_mendously in maity -doctors plan-to--gel
Caribou art. 04.1ygamous,-and aquick.
the
g sut gt..uzi went to see difficult thing for me, •f‘er
instances.
able services. "You'll get more the woman, settled his fee for traveling the length and breadth ,stag in his lull prime collects
.The good old days when hos- happiness and satisfaction out of a very Arnall sum, and later of this country, to believe that as many as he can for his harem.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the medicine. And interestingly pital ccsts stack up in terms
of prices for other commodities pitals never questi,,ned where
last of three dispatches by enT
ou
hg
eh,ho
tht;:s
eewic
clues
fle s.
w
last year's president of the surprising conclusions,
and services? Actually, the por- the money was coming from are
TURNCOAT SAMUEL HAWKINS
American Medical Association
oad
extcolgi
sm
orn
ed
e tion ,vidople spend for medical gone. Today there are no fairy
hle
SCANDINAVIA* All LINES 1
KRAES AGIMS TO WITMCIAW
OF OKLAHOMA CITY STEPS
examining
INAUGURATES EUROPE-JAPAN
FROM GAZA AND AO.J.E.A GULF
migunderstandings about her hospital bill was re- care hasn't changed much in godfathers to pick up the check's
1.114 TELLS GREECE AND BR.TAIN
SACK INTO FREE WORLD AT
'
AFTER TALKS IN WASION010111
ROUTE OVER NORTH POLE
TO UTILE CTTRuS THEMSELVES
HONG KONG, SEVENTH OF AN
, between the public and the flecting an opinion that about 25 years, according to data from for the hospital's deficit. HosIAIITH IKE ANO FRENCH PREMIER
ORIGINAL 21 TO DO $0
• _Mediral profession_:
one in four _Americans hold — the U.- S. Chamber mf- Commerce: 'lats. must operate #n a businessin
that such costs are spiraling The percentage spent for medical like manner even though they
SVPRIFME COURT RULING
are
non-profit.
FOOTBALL
MAKES PRO
By DR. ELMER HESS
rapidly. This view has caused care has remained slightly more
SUBJECT TO ANT?-TRUST
When that businessman told
Written For United Press
enough concern in the medical than 4 per cent — and the
LAW, A RULING PRO
has
friends his gall bladder cost
"A hundred and sixty dollars profession thattsome probing has percentage spent for physicians'
BASEBALL ESCAPED
. S. S. R..
for a stay in the hospital when been going on to get the facts.
••••,., suss,
services has remained at the $1,700 he may ha‘e been telling
I had my operation!" exclaims.
Do y.ou really think it costs 1.2 per cent level for several the truth. Or, as he may have
CANA DA
been indulging in a bit of exaga housewife. "Seems to me medi- more to be sick today than it years.
cal costs are certainly going up!" did 10 or 20 years ago? It's true
Translating these statistical geration, just as one of my own
IN WASHINGTON, IKE
0
AND FRENCH PREM.',
UNITEDJ
. . . "My gall gladder cost me Americans are spending more percentages intu practical terms, patients was.
MOLLET AGREE NATO
I
was
in
the
barber's
chair
$1700," a businessman reports for medical care — but they you can buy your medical care
SHOULD SE KEPT AT
.••••••.s.PHINA
STATES
-Alita n tic
•
PRESENT STRENGTH
. and, "My doctor charged me are spending more for almost for a smaller percentage of your one day, my face covered with
AND DISARMAMENT
a
hot
towel,
when
a
man in
.
- FPRINCE PHILIP ANNOUNCES
$500 for an appendectomy!" ex- every other item these days, wages today-, than you could
SHOULD SE )4CWED
I
'"•-•• ;HE AND OUEEN ELIZABETH C.•'j
claims a third person.
WITH CAUTION, BUT
too. The economy since the end 20 years ago. The amount of the next chair began to talk
WILL VISIT U S. IN FA.L
IKE WOULDN'T AGREE
•
-JE.
Hidden in these three com- of World War II has been an medical cost a whole week's about his recent hospital visit.1
gASESALL
TO COMMON WESTERN
TRAINING
ments are Rime clues to pro- inflationary .one.
wages in1935 to 1939 costs only He named a fee he had been
POLICY ON MID EAST
FRICA
"..A
.
CAMPS IN
rvices —
'
!Items in the -economic realm of
But' how do medical and hos- about one-half a week's wages charged for my
FULL SWING
today. Despite much higher liv- fee, I might add, that was .$1200
SOUTH
ing costs, wt still charge the more than I really had charged ,
*AMERICA
same fees in our clinic We did —and he even sounded somewhat proud of 'hit bill! Then
30 years ago. .
AUTI;t;k1A
Fur'the first time, Americans he went on to tell the barber
are spending more for hospital how expensive medical care was
..._........:
•
care than they are for physician and took the hospital apart for
.._
NIXON
. ON AFRICA "'KM, PRESENT
ARGENTINA ANNOUNCES ARREST
•-eret -ensaaimimornernt
OTSTMERCircr75111/11-Ht4311 -ARMY
services7""Terimik'nrr--eui•-"asi
INVASION
**C0***5 INDEP..ENDENT'GHANA
NIP
OFFICERS,
TO
I
share, of the "medical care dol- the barber took the towel off
PLOT BY EXILED JUAN PERON
•
lar" declined from 33 cents in my face. Needless to say, My
ATMS RIG FOUR—SAUDI ARABIA,
10b% PURE
--METING
EGYPT, SYRIA. JORDAN.
dg29 to 27.2 cents in 1955, patient was surprised, and very,
IN CAIRO, ItEPORTIC "FAVORABLY
INSTANT
whereas the hospital's share rose much embarrassed to see me.
INCLINED" TOWARD IKE DOCTRINE
WORLD FAMOUS'
frem 14 to 27.8 cents.
Bragging. Nialeadimi
A Legimate Complaint?
Bragging
a little about how
Does that mean the public
has a legitimate Complaint about much we - pay for things is
rising hospital costs? Well, don't certainly a human trait. Proforget that hospital services are bably More of us are guilty of
considerably expanded these days. it than we'd care, to addlit. But
Modern medicine calls for in- on occasions it can certainly
creasingly expensive diagnostic give a completely erroneous picand therapeutic equipment — ture of a situation. Of course,
plus a larger crew of people I think ,most doctors are quick
with
to provide care. Hospitals have to realize the way people feel
purchase of
to pay higher wages today, just about bills for medical and hosl as businesses do. They are com- pital care. Naturally they are
each 2 oz.
peting- for help in an employees' reluctant to pay. They didn't
jar Of
ask to be sick. They . are forced
market.
Furthermore, hospitals are more into buying an unwanted service.
exposed to inflationary forces Forking out cash for an illness
than are physicians. }Deices for you resent" hurti a lot more
nearly every item a hospital than paying for a new television
must purchase — whether it be set or some other wanted item.
equipment or the services of Furthermore, doctors know that
personnel — have climbed in once a patient is well. his gratithe past 10 years. It isn't likely tude for medical services fade
these costs will level off until rapidly.
That's why the American Mediother prices level off correscal Assn. has been encouraging
ItENT-flESISTANT
pondingly.
However, hitspital stays are all physicians to discuss fees
VIRF..1cISG
TURQUOISE. INIXT•
shorter today than they were with patients and to reach an
ONTi.liVi ARE
• SMART
in the past. The average stay understanding about the approxi• AlsotOUS 14,..ANrif
now . is 7 days compared to 20 mate costs before rendering ex•
AT YOUR
days in 1937. Then you paid tensive care. his is also the reap physicians are giving inGROCER'S
it per day: today you pati
pei day. Figure it out yourself. creasing attention to the business'
side of medicine. They are coming to realize that people resent
erratic billing practices whiett
doctors often carry on. and that
mistakes in bills don't endear
doctors to their patients. They
know, too, that itemized medical
bills are less likely to be
understood than the old-fashioned
"tor professional 'services" type
of doctor fill.
"Another complaint of 'tee public • sometimes airs about the
medical profession is that the
collection procedures used are
poor. In the past a doctor
generally has turned over .that
phase of his practice to his
secretary or office girl. Now
more and more doctors are realizing the importance of following up collections in a businesslike way. but using special consideration when necessary. :
A doctor is entitled to a fair
fee and I've found that Most
So easy to enter! Just check the details on
We call it BANANA STRAWBERRY. Yet it's so
patients want to pay, their own
obligations. Occasionally the get
the
end flap of the Banana Strawberry carton—
different, and you'll enjoy it so much (it's got a
financially ship-wrecked and it
or
ask
for an entry blank at your Sealtest founflavor)
we'd
special kind of luscious fresh fruit
is in these ,cases that physicians
tain.
Then
seed in your suggestion, 'along with
and businessmen part company.
name!
in
thinking
up
a
better
like your help
Where the business man gets
of
your Sealtest dealer.
the
name
So taste it, name it,,and if your entry is chosen
tough, the doctor is more inclined to say, "If you've got
one of the 100 best, you'll win a year's supply
IT'S SIMPLE, IT'S FUNsome reason for not making the
gallon
a
week
for
52
IA
weeks!)
dream!
.i,cre
AND YOU MIGHT BE A WINNER
of
payment, will you please come
into the office and talk - to -me
about it. We want to help you
in any way we can."
The Doctor,' Time Plan
I
More and more doctors are
helping patients budget for big
medical expenses, on the "timeREG.$532
pay" basis so widely used in
America. And traditionally, the
medical profession willingly -takes
care of those who can't pay.
But what about that third
individual who said: "My doctor
charged $500 for an appendeetomy!" .I know of one instance
Where a? woman did get a bill
for that amount for a simple
appendectomy on her daughter.
The woman was a widow, makEasiest painting there is ... no priming, no sealing ... single
ing her own way, and told me
_
stroke with brush or roller produces the luxuri s flat finish of
she just couldn't pay that amount.
The , dsual fa! for an aepenquality wall paints,
dectosny, of, That type in my
ONCE OVER costs less . .. no undercoats to buy.
part of the country was' about
$150. Well, I told the woman
Fast-drying . . . within one hour it dries decorator-flat. Truly
I'd talk to the doctor. He was
a young man, with special usrgithuable ... can be washed repeatedly.to look like new.
cal training.
"Doctor Hess." he told TIM
"$500 is what I charge for any
operation. I feel my special
training entitlel me to a bigger
charge for a compoarable operation than other doctors get in
thiscommunity." •.
I explained to hint that physicians. regardless of their training, take care of sick people
r; **C.
'
- rsjaatitioriall-d•
Phone 997
Concord Road
and I pointed out that he was
making a mistake placing a
MURRAY,'KENTUCKY
monetary standard on his valutheir patients. The public bears

The Cost Of Hospital Expenses And Doctor
Bills Are lip, But So Is Everything Else
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WORLD WEEK

unfl AMERICAN

heb us find a better
e for this new flavor

COFFEE
MUG

•
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AlifRICAN

soc •

-ACE

INSTANT
COFFEE

NOW

•

UI

Mfg
• or in
eCOLOR '
'vAadaio

IWO

7c

top-quality

•

WIN A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF 10E CREAM

flat
wall
paint

,

GAL.

$

9

SALE PRICE

more people
enjoy _Ceaieeet a
than any other
ice cream
,

GAL.

Let us

reco'mniend
a painter.

Over 100 colors. Ask for free color card.

rIt
1061

v

Bucy Building Supplies

•
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We Need 200 Used Power Mowers

And We're Trading High!

Bring Your Old Power Mower And Take Home A New IVI,oto Mower
TAKE
12 FULL MONTHS
TO PAY
WE FINANCE

This Week
Only!

•

WHEN YOU BUY YOUR NEW

S
IF1101110U
THIS
DELIVERS

AT BANK RATES

$4995

Worlds Finest

WHY PAY HIGH
FINANCE COMPANY
RATES?

•

SELF-PROPELLED ROTARY

* Assembly
* inspection
* Engine Tyne-up
* Lubrication
* Instructions on care

SAVE

FEATURING 3-SPEED
SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSION

40,416

•
.
•

f•Sk

•

NOW YOU CAN

COME IN FOR
A FREE
DEMONSTRATION

DIAL

•

PobvEst
"CONSTELLATION"
21" Deluxe
3-Speed Rotary

SELFPROPELLED

DIAL-A-MATIC
HEIGHT ADJUSTORS
cutting heights
_
season rifinfoll, condition of lawn, kind of grass. etc No
tools needed
give

correct

irstanny --for

NEW

Week!

CAT At'

is

pilUit "Ilk"
DIAL-A-MATIC HEIGHT ADJUSTORS
IRIGGS IL STRATTON ENGINE
RECOIL STARTER • SILENT MUFFLER

Ii

Recoil starter
[warn mower bargains don't come in crates! To give you the long,
irouble-free operation you have o right to expect, a mower must

THE CORRECT
MOWING HEIGHT
FOR YOUR LAWN
in One Second!
SELF-PROPELLED

I

mown,

Ggila "WI° "t"il
tA010"PA°
:
jaig

Dial-a-Matic cutting height adjustrnem
—t' to 3TWO discharge cheat's —front and aid*
Full-floating, shock-free handl* with
easy-to-store position
Removable front guard the cutting toll
gross and weeds
Silent inuffl•r

jiN0104.NOWer

agROITAR

Onlx Pennies'

TRY TO MATCH
THESE FEATURES:

.
6,0'450S
41—
w-1/0
S tet. co*

With Us!

* Free Delivery

be assembled and tested by on authorized dealer Play it safe
and be swirl Buy only from on authorized Moto-Mower dealer
You'll be glad you dkL
•

(

DIAL-A-MATIC

WHY FOOL AROUND
WITH OFF-BRAND
MOWERS ? ?

18" ROTARY,

Buy

Priced
To
..-----HOW
COME IS FREE
FOR A
MOTO.MOINER'S

MOTO-MOWER

Sell!

AND BUY THE
BEST!!

ramapisTATIOPI

i

OF
XCiTING
L
.,...
E A-tAXT1C

014L---F•140g11 4.CYCLI
1141G011 & 11144140N
liTARTd11

* • Dialre-f‘kolic cutting height
'adjustors
* .3-Speed synchromesh
toonsmistion
Anti-bending cronkshaft
construction
• Removable front guard
* Full-floating easy-to-store
handl*

6

Only MOTO-MOWER Gives You
•

DIAL-A-1111ATIC
Instant Height Adjustment
6te

MURRAY SUP
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Broadway
By JACK GAVER
United Press Drama Editor
• NEW YORK
A number
oillytheater persons have been
moaning for years because a comedy by Sean O'Casey, "Purple
Dust," has never been displayed
here in the more than 16 years it
has been available. O'Casey wrote
it on the eve of World War H.
• Well, it can new be seen down
_An Greenwich Village at the ,off,
Broadway Cherry Lane Theater
with a .fully professional cast,
a5g, as I think shoulld be apparetiPto anyone who reads the play,
it adds little if anything to his
reputation.
There is nothing fresh in the
treatment of familiar material,
the humor is heavy-handed in
the writting and the dialogue
doesn't even "sing," something
that you expect in O'Casey even
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.0a-a
if other elements do not appeal
to you.
No Comedy Writer
This is a comedy, or slapstick
fierce, if you will. Personally, I
SAN DIEGO
—Wounaco
don't f&il that O'Casey is cut out and injuieci sailors and marines
to write comedy as such. It goes hospitalitzed at the Naval Hospiagainst his basic grain, however tal here have appealed for stamps
much he might personally feel to help them with a hobby that is
that he has the ability to create a an important part of their revery funny play when he desires. covery progtam.
It is a fact that in his serious
The servicemen have formed a
works O'Casey has a fine capacity; group known as the Naval Hospifor creating humorous seenes tal Stamp Club. Their hobby has
through character and incident, been recognized and encouraged
but this does not mean that he by doctors as excellent therapy,
is a first-rate or even passable both mentally and physically.
writer 44 -comedy in Me whole
The-.driving Iwo- behind thesense.
club is a man wTo is neither a
There is, of course, a sort of serviceman nor a stamp collector.
undertone
cosmic
to "Purple He is J. L. Zebe, 78, a former
Dust," but this seems pretty professor of education at Dupointless now and couldn't • have quesne University and the Unibeen,too dynamic even when the versity of Pittsburgh.
play was brand new.
Every Wednesday, Zerbe conThe leading characters are two ducts a meeting of the stamp
stuffy and well-heeled Britons club. The latest issues and some
and their Irish mistresses who of the rare stamps of club memtake over an ancient ruin of a bers are discussed.
Tudor mansien in Ireland and
The men are not encouraged
to specialize, but some du it anyway. Some collect stamps from
only one country, others build
topical collections„ specializing in
stamps that have trains, flowers
or other subjects.
Zebe writes about 75 letters a
month thanking people who have
sent stamps and appealing for
more.
"The only ones we cannot use
are the one, two and three-cent
U. S. stamps" he „said.- The address for the club Is
Hospital Stamp
Naval
Club,
Building 7, U. S. Naval Hospital,
San Diego 34, Calif.

Naval Hospital In
Need Of Stamps

Film Shop
By RON BURTONs
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD —API— If virtue
triumphs,
it's
done
without
considering John Larch.
Larch is husky, tall and handsome and recently has been portraying some in the lousiest guys
ever seen in motion pictures.
This villainty is paying quite
well.
"Whoever said that virtue will
triumph.didn't have tbe likes of
me in mind," Larch said. "By being bad I never had it so good."
He's now doing his t hi r d
straight "heavy" • in UniversalInrenationalal's "Pay the Devil,"
in which he has a rule that compares favorably with any for poor
conduct. His activities include
beating a yougthful defenseless
mauling actress Colleen Miller,
setting a vicious dog on several
persons and rigging an automobile crash v•- hicif he hopes
will kill the hero, played by Jeff
Chandler.
He Is Polite
Larch began piling up points
in heavy circles by his performance as the dull-witted guy in
"The Phenix City Story." Some
of his behavior in "Quartez" was
a high point in film roughness,
while in -Written on the Wind
he was cast as a gup who was
itching for e fight—and got it by
throwing haymakers at °actors
Robert Stack and Rock Hudson.
"If you're going to be -a successful heel in actiong, there are
two main things to do," he said.
"First„ you've got to refuse to
believe the guy's wrong and believe. that his actions are plausible. Then you've you've got to
do ,s-vbal'yOn believe he should do.
"I _personally &al care how
awful a character is—an actor
must believe in him to do his
portrayal justice."
Larch said his clobbering of
women is restricted to before
the cameras. Behind the cameras
he's quite another type.
"Really," he insisted. "I try
to be quit, and I've oeen told
I'm even shy. I light tneir cigarettes and stand up %lien I

NOTICE
Please Notify Your

NATURAL GAS SYSTEM

hope to restore it v.dtile reaping
the benefits of clean Country
living. •

Phone 366
If you wisli-tb run -a Gas Service Line
on your property this spring or summer

Production ;•
-The basic "Jokes" are the conflicts between the British and
Irish point_ of view and the universal mishaps that befall city
folk when they take to the country in any way language. This
I is tired stuff, and O'Casey hasn't
been able to brighten it with any
degree of success.
The thesis—and the reflectit•n
•

If you signed for a line last summer,
which has pot been_ KulL_And you plan
to use gas this spring or during the
coming summer or fall, you should
notify your Gas Company, phone

and the empire—is that dying
things should be left to die and
People should be off on new paths
toward 'ideas instead of wasting
their efforts on revival.
• This must be said for O'Casey—
"Purple Dust" might seem somewhat better in a really first-rate
production. The one at the Cherry
Lane is an unhappy affair on
several counts, including the acting and directing.

366, immediately.

care

LINDSEY'S

a

TREMENDOUS

,

WATCH

Ithlb

ng,
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Ier

RADEIN SALE
•

2

NOW GOING ON'

SAVE$5
$10 - $25

0

Up

'
Yits"
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AND GET TOP VALUE STAMPS!!
Get your new Stamp Savers
Book with less pages for easier
kTO
handling. Save a book by
Easter!!
ROASTS--All Excess Bone and Fat Removed

er

ESETrEF .OR

L.F.,>ta

RKLOI

I'LL

TAKE

•

Lb.

470

GROUND BEEPADELmign Lb.37C
SLICED BACON
2
s9c
LEAN KROGER
KWICK KRISP

US.

LEAN MEATY

lri oz.
i'lig.

YELLOW PIKE'FILLETS
BREADED SHRIMP 1-z.

PORK
STEAKS
sikw)
PORK MYER 25C
Lb.

FRESH

HALIBUT STEAKS 16,rit..
Pkg.
Se
WHITiNG FISH Headless
Dressed

Lb..."

65c
SU
59c

I 1 Lbs
.

29c

GRADE 'A' LARGE
U. S. GOV'T GRADED
"Every Egg Guaranteci"

EYERBEST

JELLY
In 6 Flavors
c
41
/
2 -oz. 10
Ja r

z

ROGER
C R
FA

GOOD QUALITY
FROZEN
•

KROGER

SALTINE
CRACKERS

STRAWBERRIES

2 i%}', 49c I 2

10-oz,
Pkgs.

45c

Lb.
Box

North Bay

No. 21

Grated

Cans

KLEIF

4ro
FACIAL
TISSUE
Count
POINTER
DAO,G,FOOD 6 L'a:,`,):.
TOILET TISSUE 4

25c

RPOGER ELBOW

29c MACAOEROGER NRONI V:.
49c SLIEIRGHETTI
33c ORANGE JUICE

21c
29c

46-oz.
Can

EMBASSY

e"B liN

ALE

DRESSING
10c

303
BEETS....• Can
303
OCTOBER
BEANS..• Can
BONN
303
SPAGHETTI...• Can
KRAFT
i
s
I

FOR LENTEN
SALADS—

QT.

TOMATO
rs
SAUCE ..
'
T DIRED PEAS.
i3.1BCKE
BAKIING CUPS .... -

VELVEETA

to $50

LB.

SIRLOIN STEAK

BORIS

— Vampira.
HOLLYWOOD,
the glamour ghoul who will be
driven from San Francisco Airport in a hearse to attend the
opening of "fikb horrbr 'movies,
doesn't dig Elvis Presley.
"My kind of man is someone
like Boris Karloff," she said.
—

HALF

THRIFTY BEEF--Lean, Savory

Units Sponsoring
Coop Housing

WASHINGTON —dB-- Lnion
sponsorship of cooperative housing projects is increasing, Federal_ Housing Commissioner Norman P. Mason reported.
Some 88 housing projects providing homes for 18,800 families
already have been built in New
York alone under, union sponsorship; he said.
Funds for these projects—$175
million—were provided by unions
and guaranteed through FHA in- ,
sured mortgages a spokesman,
said. Seven additional projects, .
which woll house 1,345 ownerresident families, are currently '
under construction in New York
and two more are in the planning
stage, he added.
The nations's elderly people are
being considered in this unionFHA partnership. A number of
; units are being reserved for per'sons of advinced age at Sunnysidc
Greens, a proposes1 project to be
built on Long Island by the penison group of the 35,000-member
New York Hotel Trades Council.

WHOLE or

C

LB:170%.•••
Af
BOX
A.

EXCELLENT FOR
LENTEN LUNCHES

Fancy Golden Ripe

On Some Models With
Your 01d Watch

2
BANANAS
25C
Lbs.

This is not a fact ry sale ...

I Chief Oleo
1 2lbs.43('

WE ARE NOT LIMITED IN OUR
ALLOWANCES BY ANYONE
For Top Values, See These At
Both Of Our Store Now!

KRAFT

CHEESE
SPREADS
Ol". jai: 25c

LIND SEY'S
MAYFIELD

MURRAY

SCANDAL magazine "private
eye" Fred Otash. a former policeman, is shown at the California State senate investigse
tions of private detective practices in Hollywood, where he
tpld of nude photos being made
of Anita Ekberg, unbeknownst
to hcr. ELa place dated her, it

Lay's Twin Pack

SEEDS
Now Available In All Stores!
SEED POTATOES—GRASS SEEDS
FLOWER SEEDS—ONIOK SETS
VGETABLE SEEDS
CRISP BUTTON

RED RADISHES

CELLO
PKG.

THICK MEATED

Potato Chips VI,Y 59c GREEN PEPPERS
Ire C4itam
JUIC".Y SWEET
Sealtest
79c FANCY PEARS

LGE.
EACH

•

TO
TOMORROW'S
LEADERS ...
She young men and
women of Ih• 4-H
Clubs of America
•• • • A

SALUTE
FROM KROGER!
martatiAt
4-4 USG
MAR.2.9

atabAsisir
'

•
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Never Before - Such A Low Price As This
On A Genuine RCA VICTOR Television Set

MAYBE NEVER AGAIN

V

SO ACT FAST
•

A Riff -Size 21"
(261 Sq. Inch) RCA
Console Model

RCA-Vidor
Famous Super
Series Chassis

Fully Guaranteed
By Ward & Elkins

Full Power - Built To
Bring In The Distant
Stations

Nc4 A Cheap
Table Model

FAMOUS RCA Victor
Model
21T7352

Golden Throat Sound
•

ONLY 199
•

PLUS YOUR OLD TV SET

WARD1..ati ELK NS
$

A.

-ar ...... .641111....

}...”....."..."--

II ,
A

.,..4

AS St' /1.0.011

